(1)
Treat F as an independent variable without requiring any relation with the gauge field A. Performing path integral over AD, which is equivalent to solve the equations of motion for AD in terms of F and replace it in the action, leads to Abelian gauge theory action
now F = dA. Performing path integral over F, which is equivalent to solve the equations of motion for F in terms of AD and replace it in the action, leads to the dual action
where FD = dAD.
Duality transformation is 1 9 --+ -. 9 @ Noncommutative space is defined by constant B : [XIL, XV] = BILv Duality can be generalized to noncommutative gauge theory:
and BILV -+ {jILV = g2 fILVpfJB pfJ .
yielding noncommutativity of space-time coordinates of the dual one although the original noncommutativity was between space-space coordinates.
. It is shown that noncommutativity of space-time coordinates resulting from duality does not require any change in Hamiltonian formalism. Thus we derived Hamiltonian formulation of noncommutative D3-branes and studied some aspects. 
( §)
Dual action for non-anticommuting U (1) theory.
Superstring theory with pure spinors in a graviphoton background gives rise to a non-anticommutative superspace. It can equivalently be introduced as deformation of 4 dimensional N = 1 superspace by making the chiral fermionic coordinates Bena = 1,2, non-anticommuting
where ccx(3 (Cf1V = ccx(3E(3, (J, ) are constant deformation parameters.
This breaks half of the supersymmetry.
Moyal antibrackets (star products) are used. Thus, instead of operators, one deals with the usual superspace variables.
In euclidean }R4chiral and antichiral fermions are not related with complex conjugation. Seiberg used the vector superfield of this deformed.
superspace to derive, after a change of variables like Seiberg-Witten map, the N =~supersymmetric Yang-Millstheory action
Gauge transformations possess the usual form. Although we deal with euclidean }R4,we use Minkowski space notation. @) We propose the parent action as
Here FfJv are independent field variables.
The equations of motion with respect to the "dual" fields are -
The equations of motion with respect to the "original" fields arẽ
We solve the equations of motion for the dual fields and substitute them in the parent action to obtain the dual theory action:
where
Observe that the original theory action and its dual possess the same form and the duality transformation is
Equivalence of partition functions
Partition function for the parent action is expected to produce partition functions of the daughter actions. There are some terms cubic in fields. Thus, it would be apposite to discuss its partition function in phase space, where integrations would be simplified due to hamiltonian constraints.
(PIW, TI~, fha, TI~, TI2a, P1, P2); (Pb, TIn, TIDa, PD) are the canonical momenta corresponding to
Each of the canonical momenta resulting from the parent action gives rise to a primary constraint, which we collectively denote them as {8a} : 
Extended hamiltonian is obtained by adding the primary constraints ea with the help of Lagrange multipliers la, to the canonical hamiltonlan:
Consistency of the primary constraints with the equations of motion:
gives rise to the secondary constraints 1 i
.61
In path integrals first and second class constraints are treated on different grounds. Thus, let us first identify the first class constraints: @ cPDlis obviously first class. Moreover, we observe that the linear com-
is also a first class constraint. There are no other first class constraints.
However, the constraints cPD2 contain second class constraints which we should separate out. This is due to the fact that a vector can be completely described by giving its divergence and rotation (up to a boundary condition). We used divergenceof cPb2,so that, there are still two linearly independent second class constraints following from the curl of cPD2 :
where n == 1, 2. J(i are some constants whose explicit forms are not needed for the purposes of this work. Although all of them are second class, we would like to separate <{J~i in a similar manner: .
where £nj are some constants. The reason of preferring this set of constraints will be clear when we perform the path integrals, though explicit forms of £i play no role in our calculations. Contribution of fermionic constraints is detD-1 = -(4detg2)2.
Here, det g2, which arise because we deal with constraints of a field theory, should appropriately be regularized. Contribution of the bosonic constraints has already been calculated:
These determinants which are multiplication of three linear operators should be interpreted as multiplication of their eigenvalues.
The integrals over all of the fermionic momenta and PjJ,vcan be easily performed utilizing the related delta functions, to get
Here, M is the same with M except the delta functions which we utilized above. 
In the exponent we distinguish the first order lagrangian of the dual theory where TIn and In the exponent we recognize the first order lagrangian of the original 
